WELCOME TO MERRIMAC FARM  
WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT AREA

THE VIRGINIA DEPARTMENT OF GAME AND INLAND FISHERIES WELCOMES YOU TO THE WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT AREAS. THESE LANDS WERE PURCHASED AND ARE MANAGED WITH FUNDS DERIVED FROM THE SALE OF VIRGINIA HUNTING, FISHING AND TRAPPING LICENSES AND WITH THE SPORT FISH AND WILDLIFE RESTORATION FUND. THE PRIMARY PURPOSE OF THESE LANDS IS FOR HUNTING, FISHING, TRAPPING, BOATING, AND FOR OBSERVING WILDLIFE. ALL OTHER USES SHOULD CONFORM WITH THE PRIMARY PURPOSE OF THE AREA.

GENERAL
ACTIVITIES INVOLVING GROUPS OF MORE THAN 12 PERSONS REQUIRE WRITTEN AUTHORIZATION FROM THE DEPARTMENT.

DISPLAY OR CONSUMPTION OF ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES IN PUBLIC IS PROHIBITED.

COMMERCIAL ACTIVITIES ARE PROHIBITED EXCEPT BY WRITTEN AUTHORIZATION FROM THE DEPARTMENT.

HUNTING & TRAPPING
HUNTING BY DRAWING ONLY. PLEASE REFER TO THE CURRENT Hunting & Trapping in Virginia DIGEST AND POSTED SIGNS FOR SPECIAL SEASONS AND BAG LIMITS THAT MAY APPLY TO THIS WMA.

FIREARMS
IT IS UNLAWFUL TO HAVE IN POSSESSION OR IN A VEHICLE A BOW OR GUN WHICH IS NOT UNLOADED AND CASED OR DISMANTLED EXCEPT WHEN IT IS LAWFUL TO TAKE BEAR, DEER, GROUSE, PHEASANTS, QUAIL, RABBIT, RACCOON, SQUIRREL, OR TURKEY; AND ADDITIONALLY, MIGRATORY GAME BIRDS ON DEPARTMENT OWNED LANDS EAST OF THE BLUE RIDGE; OR BY PERMIT ISSUED BY THE DEPARTMENT; OR BY CONCEALED CARRY PERMIT ISSUED BY A CIRCUIT COURT.

IT IS UNLAWFUL TO POSSESS OR TRANSPORT A LOADED GUN IN OR ON ANY VEHICLE AT ANY TIME ON A WMA.

TARGET SHOOTING IS PERMITTED ON DESIGNATED RANGES ONLY.

FISHING, BOATING AND SWIMMING
PLEASE REFER TO THE CURRENT Virginia Freshwater Fishing Regulations DIGEST AND POSTED SIGNS FOR ANY SPECIAL CREEL AND SIZE RESTRICTIONS THAT MAY APPLY TO THIS WMA.

IT IS UNLAWFUL TO USE BOATS PROPELLED BY GASOLINE MOTORS, SAIL OR BY MECHANICALLY OPERATED RECREATIONAL PADDLE WHEEL, UNLESS OTHERWISE POSTED.

SWIMMING IS PROHIBITED. ANGLERS ACTIVELY ENGAGED IN FISHING, HUNTERS ACTIVELY ENGAGED IN HUNTING, AND TRAPPERS LAWFULLY TRAPPING MAY WADE IN PUBLIC FISHING LAKES.

IT IS UNLAWFUL TO USE TROTLINES ON PUBLIC FISHING LAKES.

CAMPING, FIRES, AND PICNICKING
PRIMITIVE CAMPING IS ONLY ALLOWED BY WRITTEN AUTHORIZATION FROM THE DEPARTMENT.

IT IS UNLAWFUL TO LEAVE A CAMPFIRE UNATTENDED. FROM FEBRUARY 15 TO APRIL 30 CAMPFIRES ARE ALLOWED ONLY BETWEEN THE HOURS OF 4:00PM AND MIDNIGHT.

PICNICKING IS PROHIBITED ON THIS WMA.

DOGS
IT IS LAWFUL TO CHASE OR RETRIEVE GAME WITH DOGS ON THIS WMA ONLY DURING AUTHORIZED HUNTING SEASONS THAT SPECIFICALLY PERMIT THESE ACTIVITIES.

DOGS ARE PROHIBITED AT ALL OTHER TIMES.
HORSEBACK RIDING, BICYCLE RIDING, JOGGING, AND HIKING

Horseback riding, bicycle riding, and jogging are prohibited on this WMA.

Hiking is welcome. Hikers should be mindful of all open hunting seasons.

Blaze orange hat or clothing is recommended for non-hunters during hunting seasons.

VEHICLES

Motor vehicles are prohibited behind barricades or gates designed to prevent entry or within areas otherwise posted to prohibit motor vehicles.

Operation of ATVs and other unlicensed motor vehicles is prohibited.

Cross-country motor vehicle travel (off-road travel) is prohibited.

Motor vehicles, campers, and trailers may be parked on Department-owned lands only when the owners/responsible party are engaged in authorized activities.

RESOURCE AND PROPERTY DAMAGE

It is unlawful to construct or occupy any permanent structure (including a permanently-affixed tree stand) except by Department permit.

It is unlawful to cut, mutilate, destroy or remove vegetation, or to remove minerals, artifacts or other property from the area. Metal detecting/artifact hunting is prohibited.

It is unlawful to damage, deface, or remove any building, gate, fence, sign, or other property.

Do not enter buildings or structures on the WMA, unless engaged in authorized activities.

OTHER USES ARE ALLOWED ONLY BY WRITTEN AUTHORIZATION FROM THE DEPARTMENT OR BY POSTED RULES (4 VAC 15-40-280).

For maps of this or other wildlife management areas go to: WWW.HUNTfISHVACOM or by contacting the regional office at (540) 899 – 4169.

We hope your visit is safe and enjoyable and that you will return soon.

The Department of Game and Inland Fisheries shall afford to all persons an equal access to Department programs and facilities without regard to race, color, religion, national origin, disability, sex, or age.

Department of Game and Inland Fisheries
Region 5 Office
1320 Belman Road
Fredericksburg, VA 22401
(540) 899 - 4169
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